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I. Introduction. The current observational situation concerning the presence or 
absence of  synchrotron nebulae, presumably fed by an active pulsar (PSR) i n  the 
central region of  supernova remnants (SNRs) is evolving rapidly, thanks t o  the high 
resolution maps obtained wi th  the Very Large Array (VLA) i n  the radio range and 
wi th  the Einstein and Exosat observatories i n  the X-ray range. The larger spectral 
coverage (0,04 - 20 keV) o f  Exosat and i t s  spectro-photometric capabilit ies are 
decisive i n  this respect. Observations i n  the whole range of frequencies between 
radio and X-rays would help determining the range of  synchrotron frequencies and 
hence of  injected part icle energies, establish the physical size of the nebula and 
advance our understanding of part icle acceleration by PSRs. 
The remnant G 29.7 - 0.3 has been studied intensively. The radio properties 
has been discussed by (I), (2), (3). High resolution maps obtained w i t h  the VLA show 
two spectrally distinct components, a f la t  spectrum core surrounded by a shell. The 
central component is 25% linearly polarized and has a central ly peaked radio 
brightness distribution characteristic of Crab-like remnants. While not visible a t  
optical wavelengths due t o  the high visual absorption on the l ine o f  sight, G 29.7 - 
0.3 is a very bright object i n  X-rays (2) (3), X-ray diffuse emission coincident wi th  
the radio core was observed wi th  the Einstein Observatory. For  a distance of 19 kpc 
the estimated luminosity o f  the nebula was .V 4 1036 erg s-1 i n  the 0.2 - 4.0 keV 
range and i t s  linear diameter N 2  PC. The present paper shows Exosat results 
obtained wi th  the imaging instrument (CMA) and the medium energy proportional 
counters (ME). Assuming that the featureless power-law spectrum obtained i n  the 2 
t o  10 keV range is synchrotron radiation f rom relativist ic electrons, one derives 
constraints on magnetic f ie ld strength and age of the nebula. The energy spectra o f  
the electrons responsible for  the emission i n  the radio and X-ray ranges are 
discussed. 8 
2. Results o f  the Exosat Observation. G 29.7 - 0.3 was observed on 29 August 
1984, for 4 104  s wi th  the Exosat imaging instrument (CMA) and the medium 
energy proportional counters (ME) (4).  he source was not seen i n  the CMA, the 
3 c  upper l im i t  on the counting ra te  being 4 10-4 s-1 . The counting ra te  due to the 
source i n  the ME Argon counters half-array was 2.7 s - l .  A f t e r  background 
subtraction the observed spectral distribution is shown on f igure 1. The best f i t  was 
obtained assuming a featureless power-law spectrum dN/dE = 1.3  hoton on 
cm- ls-1 k e v - l  and an absorbing hydrogen column density o f  - 2.3 1 0 ~ ~ c m - ~ .  A 
3wlower l im i t  on the N value of  - 3 lo2' ~ m - ~  has been deduced f rom the upper 
l im i t  o f  the CMA count!ng rate. Then the consistency between the CMA and ME 
data imposes: a = - 1.0 + .15 and NH = (3.3 - + .3) 1 0 ~ ~ c m - ~ .  The f igure 2 shows the 
incident X-ray spectrum, 
Search for pulsations. Regular pulsations were searched for  in  the ME data 
by performing a fast Fourier transform. No statist ical ly significant period has been 
found between 32ms and 104 s. The resulting upper l i m i t  of pulsed fraction i n  this 
period range is n, 1.5%. 
3. Discussion. The value o f  N we have deduced can be compared w i th  the lower 
l im i t  o f  NHI = 2 . 1 0 ~ 9 c ~ ~ ? n f e r r e d  f rom neutral hydrogen radio absorption 
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measurements by (3). The incident X-ray flux from the source is (3.8.,.1)10 -11
erg.cm -_- s'iin the 2 to 10 KeV range, corresponding to an intrinsic luminosity
of 2 10_$erg.s'lfor a distance of 19 kpc. This large distance was estimated by (5)
from the surface brightness/diameter relationship for SNRs and confirmed by the
VLA results of (3). The total X-ray luminosity in the 0.1 to 10 keV range is about 5
1036 erg.s-_ assuming that the same power-law holds. We assume a synchrotron
nebula on the basis of our X-ray data and of the radio polarization. The emission at
all wavelengths is synchrotron emission from relativistic electrons accelerated by
thecentralstellaremnant.
Assuming that the nebulacontainsa uniform magnetic fieldH, that all
particleshave energysuch thatmaximum synchrotronemissionisat i keV and that
the energy of the nebula is equallydividedbetween relativisticelectronsand
magnetic field(7),one findsH..7 10-_'Caussand Eo = E_, 6 I0_6 ergs,with an
angularradiusof thenebulaof i0 arcsec.from (2).T-hesyh_hrotronlifetimeof the
X-ray emitting electronsis then _NI50 years.Doing that we have ignored
electronsnon radiatingin X-rays;ifnow we considerthe entireelectromagnetic
spectrum we get H=2 i0"_ G, E-= 1.610#_erg and T'forelectronsemittingat i
keY of 35 years.The age of theP'SNRhas been estimatedby (8)from the surface
brightness_. at 408 MHz assumingthat the dynamicalevolutionof the shelli,_
describedby the Sedov equationi.e.unaffectedby thepresenceof a centralpulsar,
then ,_.= 1.25 10"lSt'_givingt = 660 years.Hence continuousinjectionof energy
near the centerisinferredfrom the shortsynchrotronlifetimeof the electronsas
compared to theSNR's age.
4.Energy and spectraof theelectrons. If_2isthe frequencycorrespondingto the
rfiaximurnof the synchrotronspectrum _= 4.6 10-$H E2" (9).Assuming H = H
equipartition=._.10"z_G,one findsthatthe radioemittinqelectronshave energy
E ,_ 10S eV and the X-ray emittingelectronsE._3 101.L_eV. Since the energy
spectrum of the X-ray emittingelectronsisdominated by synchrotronlossesthe
observedX-ray spectralindexof -1.0 + 0.15impliesa power-law'distributionf
the radiatingelectronswith N(E)_ E-_z-._. Because synchrotronlossessteepena
continuouslyinjectedspectrum of electronsby one power the inferredinjection
spectrum isproportionalto E -_-_-'3.Also thereshouldbe a break atlow energies
to a radiation spectrum Sv _ _-O.13_.tP. (figure 3). For the equipartition field H :
2 10-4G and an age of 660 years that should occur at a frequency of about 10f_ Hz.
Considering the spectrum of G 29.7 - 0.3 over 9 decades in frequencies (figure 3)
and taking into account the uncertainties on measured spectral indices, a break (if
unique) should be expected in the frequency range 10t:' to 10 t5 Hz encompassing
the infrared range.
The radio flux of the synchrotron nebula integrated over the range 10 _ to
10H Hz with the same spectral index _. =-0.25, as observed around I GHz by (2), is
4 10 $_ erg s-t. Then the L× /LI_ .ratiols_'l(_ell above the theoritical minimum of
,_17 deduced from (6), who were modeling the evolution of a _ power-law
particle spectrum in the Crab-like SNRs. Hence a different origin for the X-ray and
radio producing electrons is not required. This conclusion still marginally holds if
one considers a flat radio spectrum (0< =0, Lx /Lp.,_500and (Lx /L,, ) . N 600 in (6).
. ,'7. mln .
These considerations require that the difference of spectral lnolcesoetween the
radio and X-ray domains is 0,5. But this difference could be as large as 1, as
suggested by our X-ray observations and by (3). [n that case the electron spectral
distribution could be more complex and its understanding would require the
knowledge of the photon spectrum in the interval between radio and X-rays. Infra-
red inforrnations are much valuable from this point of view.
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.5. Infra-red emission. The IRAS catalogue of point and small extended sources 
(extension s 1 arc  min) gives a t  w (1950) = 18h43m46.5~; 5 (1950)~-03002'33" a 
source flux of 4.84 Jy a t  1 2 ~  and 8.63 Jy a t  24)r (10). The corresponding points 
shown on figure 3 lie 2 decades above the  extrapolated radio emission but the  infra- 
red source does not coincide with the central synchrotron nebula and lies closer t o  
the  brightest shell emission region A. So these data  cannot be confidently used t o  
constrain the  electron spectrum. More work on the  infra-red diffuse emission of 
this region is required. 
6. Conclusions. The great  similarity of the  physical properties of G 29.7 -0.3 and 
of the three synchrotron nebulae containing a compact object observed t o  pulse in 
X-rays ( l l ) ,  (12) and Table 1, makes G 29.7 - 0.3 a very promising candidate for  
further search for pulsed emission. Further observations a t  infra-red wavelengths 
might reveal the  break(s) in the emitted spectrum expected from t h e  radio and X- 
ray power-law indices and give us more information on the  production of t h e  
electron populations responsible for the emission of the  nebula (13, (14), (15). 
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